
 

 

 

 

 

Some years ago I was asked to advise a Body Corporate about restricting holiday letting. The building 
was a little over a year old and was marketed and sold as a residential only beachside tower. One of 
the 30 odd owners started to advertise their lot for holiday lets. The committee was concerned to 
“stop the holiday rental rot” before it began. 

After a few days of diligent searching, the only thing of substance I could find was a technical 
requirement in the fire safety legislation. The offending owner failed to affix fire safety information to 
the reverse of their entry door. Aside from that, the stand by, as usual, was the prompt (and 
enthusiastic!) enforcement of the scheme’s by-laws.  

Shortly after my advice was delivered the ‘building classification war’ began in earnest. The war, it 
now seems, has largely been fought and appears to be winding up; the winning side having 
successfully defended the right to short term stays in Class 2 buildings.  

Pockets of guerrilla fighting go on though, as enterprising owner occupiers call forth strikes from 
above. The bomb shell of choice is the threat of personal liability for committee members arising from 
unauthorised ‘building classification or use changes’ contrary to the Building Act.  

The raids have not been one sided either; in at least one instance an enterprising onsite manager has 
sought to see off invading owner occupiers under the aegis of Class 3.  

Perversely, warfare brings forth innovation. Finding new uses for old tools is also, like war, a 
quintessentially human hobby. Recently I spotted an innovation that will no doubt be used to open up 
a new battlefront; a seemingly innocuous by-law considered in the Petrie Mansions decisions1. 

In Petrie Mansions, seasoned legal practitioner Mr. Purcell and his neighbour Dr. Murtagh did not see 
eye to eye on a number of matters. One issue was a by-law their Body Corporate had resolved to adopt 
that contained (in essence) three limbs; 

 

1. Before any lot owner leased or licensed their lot, they must first provide a copy of the lease 
or license to the Body Corporate; 

2. If there was any change to the lease or licence then details of the change had to be provided 
to the Body Corporate; and 

                                                      
1 Body Corporate for Petrie Mansions CTS 25935 [2010] QBBMCmr 0829-2009 and Purcell v Murtagh [2011] 
QCATA 
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3. In the event that the committee promulgated a set of “standard” conditions then, any lot 
owner leasing or licensing their lot had to include those conditions into their lease or licence 
agreement.  

Unsurprisingly, at first instance, the adjudicator found the by-law offensive to the legislation and 
struck it down; the by-law appeared to discriminate between owners and occupiers. Further, the by-
law also restricted dealings with a lot by virtue of the mandatory imposition of conditions, chosen by 
the committee, into lease or licence agreements.  On appeal to QCAT, the Tribunal allowed the first 
two limbs of the by-law to stand whilst severing the third.  The third limb, being the requirement for 
all lot owners to incorporate the committee’s chosen “standard” terms, was held to be a restriction 
upon owners dealing with their lots. In allowing the first two limbs to stand QCAT determined that the 
requirement for the provision of the lease or licence agreement, and notification of changes, was not 
discriminatory.  

Those interested in the precise legal reasoning should refer to the QCAT decision. The really 
interesting bit is the implications for Bodies Corporate adopting the (now declared to be valid) by-law.  

Consider how such a by-law might apply in a holiday let complex. Each individual short term stay is 
the subject of a rental agreement between the owner of a lot and the tenant. This is usually arranged 
by an agent (e.g. the onsite manager).  The rental arrangement is typically governed by “terms of stay”, 
sometimes printed on the rear of the booking confirmation, or these days more often made available 
to potential tenants online.  In just one year how many hundreds of notifications would have to be 
provided to the Body Corporate by an owner letting their lot to holiday makers, or corporate visitors? 
 
Bodies Corporate may not have direct power to forbid short term stays but, if they adopt this sort of 
by-law maybe all they need is to be patient. How many investor owners will have the staying power 
required to deliver hundreds of tenancy notifications every year to their Body Corporate? 
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